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Staus Corium is a scale model of a spatial design, which processes data  

and adapts to its environment by transforming its shape. 

Status: A state, condition or situation 

 

Corium: Skin layer 

 

I think the name is a great approach to what this project means. 

I believe that in near future buildings will move and adapt to the environment in  

which they are located at and this will improve the experience of the  

inhabitants of it. This project is a concept and my  vision of what the future of  

architecture will be. 

 

I thought of this building as an art pavilion which will have a façade that  

surrounds the whole space as a skin. This skin is a pattern of triangles. The design  

of this triangles where the result of parameters and algorithms. Which will allow   

the  structure in the façade to move. And multiple options to transform into  

different shapes. 

 



This project was design for a city and for the inhabitants of a city; because this  

project will invite the citizens to enjoy art in a different way and will be  

aesthetically pleasing to the people that walk by or drive by the buildings, since  

the shape of this body will be changing throughout time, I know it will make this  

place more interesting and of course it will promote the culture and tourism of a  

city. 

 

The technology involved in the scale model was controlled by an arduino. I  

used an arduino shield attached (ardumoto) to be able to use 2 DC motors and  

move the structure in a very slow and smooth way. This two motors moved at  

the same time, at different times, stopped at different places everytime and  

basically this would give random shapes to the model. 

 

This project was lighted up by an BlinkM which is a very bright and powerful small  

RGB LED. Programing this LED is very pleasant because I had a lot of control  

once I understand the code. I was able to control timing, the colors, and  

intensity in the colors and the result was that; the users in this building would be  

the once that interact in a way with the light color of the project. The way I was  

able to accomplished this las part was by having 3 different entrances to the  

building, each entrance would represent R, G, and B. Every time a person would  

go inside of the building a value would be added to R,G or B depending on out  

entrance they used. Same thing would happen when they go our, the will  

subtract a value from R,G and B. With this in mind the project will be changing  

colors in a very smooth and pleasing way. 

 



I was able to get the data of a building located in the financial district in NYC.  

This data was the number of people coming in and out of this place in a  

window of 8 hours in 3 different entrances. Whit this numbers I was able to  

represent what the lightning would look like in my project. 

 

 

 

 

 

The domains in this project changed throughout the process of the design in the  

project, I started with Architecture, Information and Interactive. Then after some  

iterations and thoughts in the project I considered Spatial Informatic as an other  

domain. At the end this where the domains I thought it suited best and  

described the projec 



 

 

 

Spatial Design – Is very self explanatory 

Data Processing – Means the movement of the building and the color in the  

lightning of the building would be the representation of what’s happening inside  

of the building and its environment. 

Automated Reasoning – Some people after many times of passing by outside of  

the building and being on it, would be able to read what the color and shape  

of the project means. Example: If the building has a n intense red on the  

lightning, it means over 200 people went inside of the east entrance of the  

building and there must be a very good exhibition in that area or something  

must be happening in the east part of the building, because it is a popilar  

entrance. 

Informatic Architecture –Where I thought my project lands and covers the  

different aspects in the domains 



 

1- LAVA (Laboratory for Visionary Architecture) – Pop Music Center 

2 - Vlad Tenu – Minimal Surfaces as Architectural Prototypes 

3 - LAVA (Laboratory for Visionary Architecture) –  Corniche Tower 

4 - LAVA (Laboratory for Visionary Architecture) – Stuttgart Train Station  

5 - Hyposurface (Installation) 

6 - Daniel Rozen - Wooden mirror (Installation) 

7 - Massimiliano Fuksas – Trade Fair at Milan Italy (Architect Massimiliano Fuksas) 

 

I found that each of this precedents had something very similar to what I  

thought of what my project actually is. The big difference in all of them is that  

my idea is a concept has not developed because we don’t have the  

technology for this to happen yet (a building moving) or maybe we have but  

nobody has done it yet. 

Some of this projects where interacting with the users which, my project  

streamed data from the users into the façade but the users don’t really have  

control of it. 



Iterations (Design) 

 

 

 

Iterations Technology: 

I changed several times the motors, started using stepper motors, then servo  

motors, dc motors and I ended up with this very small but powerful dc motors. 

I bought some pulleys to be able to move the structure but this subtracted a lot  

of power to the motors and affected the RGB LED brightness, so at the end I  

designed my own mechanism to move the structure on the project.  

 

 



The biggest strength on my project was definitely the visiual attraction that the  

project created with the design. The way the light displayed and the movement  

of this pattern of triangles. 

 

The quality of my project was vey well achieved. I designed, measured and cut  

each piece of the project, being very careful to separate each triangle from  

one another to have the detail that I wanted the spectators to see. This design  

was very demanding because there were some very small pieces and the  

whole design was very delicate. 

 

The feedback I got during the review on my presentation helped me realize this  

project was very aesthetically pleasing and that I could take this project in  

different directions, using the same design, but with different technology. 

 

I was glad some of the judges in the review knew some of my precedents and  

understood perfectly my intention with this project and what I tried to  

achieve with it. I am glad I talked to some of them for a little bit after my  

presentation and I realized how many designers think alike. 

 

Future Directions: I would like to make a bigger scale model and start with a  

temporary installation. I see it on the wall of a hallway, or the ceiling of a  

building. 

 

From there maybe take it into a permanent place with some better quality  

lightning and motors. 

 



Bibliography, References, Resources: 

www.Fuksas.com (Massimiliano Fuksas Architect main website) 

http://www.l-a-v-a.net/ (Laboratory for Visionary Architecture) 

http://hyposurface.org/  

www.sparkfun.com 

www.arduino.cc 

Book: Making Things Move DIY Mechanisms for Inventors, Hobbyists, and Artists 

by Dustyn Roberts 
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